AZFc somatic microdeletions and copy number polymorphism of the DAZ genes in human males exposed to natural background radiation.
Ionizing radiations are known to induce tumors, chromosomal lesions and minisatellite length variations, yet no correlation has been demonstrated between radiation exposure and indels or copy number polymorphism (CNP) of the genes. We studied the impact of natural background radiation (NBR) on the human Y chromosome owing to its haploid status and clonal inheritance. We analyzed the AZFc region using the DNA from blood and semen of 100 males living near the coastal peninsula in Kerala (India), exposed to NBR along with other 50 normal fertile males. STS mapping of AZFc region showed random microdeletions without conclusive gr/gr or b1/b3 phenotypes. Using a highly specific novel Taqman assay based on sY587 sequence, we detected four copies of the DAZ genes in normal males and 4-16 in those exposed to NBR. Amongst NBR exposed males with multiples copies of the DAZ genes, 75% showed varying FISH signals for DAZ genes with cosmid 18E8 whereas 30% showed mosaicism in terms of presence/absence of the signals in 6-8% cells and unexpected number of signals in 9-12% interphase nuclei. Startlingly, all germline samples studied were found to be free from AZFc microdeletions and CNP of the DAZ genes. Since the DAZ genes are heavily implicated with the germ cell development, the cells with DAZ deletion/duplication are unlikely to survive. Alternatively, an innate mechanism may be operative to protect the germline from the effects of NBR.